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Abstract
Background: Non-invasive methods for screening and diagnosis are the field with fast growing interest
which leads to various biological signal measurements like Photoplethysmogram (PPG) and pressure
pulse. PPG monitoring is widely used in the healthcare as this single pulse study can provide wide
physiological information non-invasively such as oxygen saturation, heart rate, blood pressure
(continuous and cuff less), blood volume, arterial stiffness and respiration rate. First and second
derivatives of PPG provide important information about the arterial stiffness and vascular health of the
person.
Aim: This paper explains the design and development of prototype with RED LED (660 nm) and IR
LED (860 nm) as a source and OPT 101 as a detector. Second derivative related indices of PPG (for RED
LED and IR LED) were calculated.
Materials and methods: Study was carried out on 15 healthy female subjects without any known history
of blood pressure and blood glucose; aged between 19-23 years.
Results and conclusion: Amplitude of PPG obtained from RED LED is smaller than the amplitude of
PPG obtained from IR LED. Comparative analysis of first and second derivative of the PPG obtained
from RED light source and IR light source is discussed by the authors. It was observed that various
parameters studied from second derivative are the ‘Normalized Values’, so effect of change in the
amplitude of the PPG signal obtained from RED LED and IR LED get nullified in this study (P>0.05).
Though IR source based reflective type of sensor related study can be useful in future for the brain
vascular health assessment.
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Introduction
Non-invasive screening methods are gaining more interest day
by day. Photoplethysmogram (PPG) is an optical, low cost,
non-invasive and simple method to access various
cardiovascular parameters such as Heart Rate (HR),
Respiratory Rate (RR), Blood Pressure (BP) [1-5], Blood
Volume (BV), Oxygen Saturation (SpO2) and Arteriosclerosis.
Stiffness of arteries is the early pathological sign of
arteriosclerosis. For acquisition of PPG following type of
probe can be used.
Reflectance type of PPG Probe: In this type of probe source
and detector are placed on the same side of the measurement
site. Such a type of probe can be used to capture PPG from any
measurement site. As shown in Figure 1.

Transmittance type of PPG Probe: In this type of probe,
source and detector are placed at the opposite side of the
measurement site. Such a type of probe has limited application
and can be used to capture PPG from a body site with lesser
muscle thickness. Figure 1: (a) Reflectance Type of PPG Probe
[2] Authors have developed a reflective type of PPG probe
with visible and infrared light source of wavelength 660 nm
(RED LED) and 860 nm (IR LED) and OPT 101 is used as a
detector. [1] Finger PPG was captured by using RED and IR
LED light source. Then first derivative of the finger PPG was
calculated. First derivative is differentiated once again to
obtain second derivative. Figure 2 shows the finger PPG and
its second derivative waveform. Various ‘High’ and ‘Low’
indices of second derivative of finger PPG are named as ‘a’,
‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’ and ‘e’ respectively.
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I(z) = I0exp (−μαz) → (1)

Figure 1. (a) Reflectance type of PPG probe [2].

Where I(z) is the attenuated intensity as a function of the
distance z in the tissue, I0 is the incident intensity and μa is the
optical absorption coefficient at the wavelength of interest [4].
The penetration depth of light is dependent on its wavelength
and infrared light reaches deeper tissues than visible light [5].
So infrared light source of wavelength 860 nm can be used to
capture PPG from various body sites [5] and RED light source
of wavelength 660 nm is limited to finger PPG. Amplitude of
the PPG signal obtained from RED LED is smaller than the
amplitude of PPG obtained from IR LED [1].
PPG sensor specifications: Figure 4 (a) shows the reflective
type of PPG sensor developed by the authors and Figure 4 (b)
shows the optical window of the detector OPT 101 (BurrBrown Silicon diode). Table 1 shows the specifications of the
sensor developed by the authors.

Figure 2. Finger photoplethysmogram and its second derivative [6].

Materials and Methods

Figure 4. (a) Reflective type of PPG sensor developed by the authors
(b) Optical window - spectral response of opt 101 [2].
Table 1: Design specifications of PPG Sensor [2].

System block diagram: Visible and IR light based reflective
type of photoplethysmographic sensor developed by the
authors was applied on to an index finger of a subject. Signal
conditioning (pre and post amplification and filtering) of the
PPG obtained from a finger was carried out before taking its
derivatives. Figure 3 shows the system block diagram.

Sensor

Requirements

Visible Light Source

660 nm (5 mm LED)

Infrared Light Source

860 nm (5 mm LED)

Detector

OPT 101 (Si-Burr Brown Diode)

Sensor Casing

Black Polyurethane
1 cm for Red Light Source

Optode Distance
1.5 cm for Infrared Light Source
10 V DC-Signal Conditioning Circuit
Supply
5 V, 2 KHz AC to source
Application

Figure 3. System block diagram.

Only at peripheral sites for Visible Light Source
(660 nm)

Beer-Lambert’s law: Optical PPG acquisition is based on
Beer-Lambert’s law of spectroscopy. It states that the light
travelling through a uniform medium with absorptive
substance reduces exponentially with the optical path length
through the medium and absorptive coefficient [1]. During the
acquisition of PPG light travels through various mediums such
as; skin, bone, tissue, skin pigmentation, venous blood and
arterial blood.
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Measurement Site
Anywhere on the human body from head to toe for
Infrared Light Source (860 nm).

Subjects and data acquisition procedure
Finger PPG using RED and IR LED was recorded at Cummins
College of Engineering for women for fifteen healthy female
volunteer subjects aged between 19-23 years. All subjects were
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in the seated position, their index fingers lying comfortably on
the table, with NO nail colour application on the fingers. None
of the volunteers had known history of blood pressure or blood
glucose.

Derivatives of finger PPG
Original PPG waveform is much flatter, so analysis of such
waveform is a bit difficult. To support better analysis,
differentiation of original waveform is carried out; such a
waveform is known as first derivative (FD). FD of a PPG
signal is useful to understand pulse wave change and plays
very important role in the vascular health prediction. FD of
PPG is also known as ‘Velocity Photoplethysmogram’ (VPG)
and has limitation on understanding pulse energy. So to
understand process of pulse energy, FD is once again
differentiated. Such a signal is known as second derivative
(SD) of PPG signal. SD of PPG is also known as Acceleration
Photoplethysmogram’ (APG) [7].
Need of FD and SD of PPG: Blood propagation velocity
depends on factors such as; intra-vascular pressure, thickness
of artery, elasticity, diameter and compliance. These
parameters change with an age and various diseases. Finally,
this affects the blood circulation in human body. SD related
study of PPG waveform can be used as a simple and cheaper
technique for various arterial studies. FD is the blood velocity
indicator at that site. ‘Crest Time’ and ‘Delta T’ are the two
most common measurements carried out from FD waveform.
SD related studies are more commonly carried out than the FD
studies. It is the indicator of acceleration of blood at a given
site. SD waveform parameters are interconnected with state of
cardiovascular system parameters such as; elasticity modulus
and vascular compliance [8,9]. Following are the five ‘High’
and ‘Low’ indices (four systolic and one diastolic) related to
SD which are widely studied. [10-15]
•

•

•

•
•

‘a’: It is the base value for wave evaluation. This point is
known as early systolic positive wave. It is the first positive
extrema.
‘b’ : It gives the intensity of cardiac output. This point is
known as early systolic negative wave. It is the first
negative extrema.
‘c’ : It gives vascular compliance. This point is known as
late systolic re-increasing wave. It is the second positive
extrema.
‘d’ : It gives residual blood volume. This point is known as
re-decreasing wave. It is the second negative extrema.
‘e’ : This point represents dicrotic notch. It is the third
positive extrema on APG. Height of each extrema is
measured from the baseline. Points above the baseline are
treated as positive extrema’s; whereas points below the
baseline are treated as negative extrema’s. Figure 2 shows
the SD and various extrema’s indicated on the SD
waveform. Based on these various maxima’s and minima’s
of SD waveform, five normalized indices are calculated as
follows: [6]

•

•

•

•
•

‘b/a’ Index: It is a very useful non-invasive index of
arthrosclerosis. This ratio is directly correlated to the
Farmington Risk Score, which is used to estimate the risk
of cardiovascular heart diseases.
‘c/a’ Index: This index is the reflection of arterial stiffness.
It is used to distinguish the heathy subjects from the
subjects having blood pressure history.
‘d/a’ Index: Evaluation of vasoactive agents is carried out
with the help of this index. It is again a reflection of arterial
stiffness.
‘e/a’ Index: It reflects the decrease arterial stiffness.
‘(b-c-d-e)/a’ Index: It is also known as Ageing Index
(AGI) and it is used to check the cardiovascular age of the
subject.

Figure 5. Box plot of b/a, c/a, d/a, e/a and (b-c-de)/ a ratio of Finger
PPG by RED LED.

Figure 6. Box plot of b/a, c/a, d/a, e/a and (b-c-de)/ a ratio of Finger
PPG by IR LED.

Results
Study was carried out on healthy female subjects with age
21.18±1.22 years. Finger PPG recorded using RED LED and
IR LED light source is first digitally filtered for noise removal.
Then FD and SD of the filtered finger PPG were calculated.
Widely used statistical properties such as ‘standard deviation’
and ‘mean’ were applied to the various second derivative
ratios.
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Variations observed in SD ratios for RED LED are: ‘b/
a’=-0.4869 ± 0.1361, ‘c/a’=0.3201 ± 0.113,‘d/a’=-0.2557 ±

0.0795, ‘e/a’=0.1263 ± 0.0561 and ‘(bc-d-e)/a’=-0.6777 ±
0.2497.

Figure 7. Result of Paired t Test between various SD indices of PPG using RED and IR LED: 1. b/a ratio (P=0.421), 2. c/a ratio (P=0.690), 3. d/a
ratio (P=0.290), 4. e/a ratio (P=0.127) and 5. (b-e)/a ratio (P=0.860).

Variations observed in SD ratios for IR LED are: ‘b/
a’=-0.4498 ± 0.0909, ‘c/a’=0.3042 ± 0.1436,‘d/a’=-0.227 ±
0.07763, ‘e/a’=0.1587 ± 0.07534 and ‘(b-c-d-e)/a’=- 0.6859 ±
0.2033. Figures 5 and 6 show the box plot of second derivative
ratios of finger PPG using RED LED and IR LED respectively.
The amplitude of PPG acquired using RED LED is lower than
the amplitude of PPG acquired using IR LED at the same
measurement site. Various SD related indices obtained from
RED LED & IR LED do not show statistical difference as the
study was carried out on the ratios and not on the direct
amplitude. Mean value of b/a, c/a, d/a, e/a and (b-c-d-e)/a for
PPG using RED LED is not significantly different from the
PPG using IR LED. Figures 7-10 shows the Minitab 17 based
statistical analysis (paired t test) between the five indices (b/a,
c/a, d/a, e/a and b-c-de/a) of SD of finger PPG using RED LED
and IR LED with α=0.05.

Discussion
PPG signal consists of pulsatile AC (is in synch with HR and
BP) and non-pulsatile DC component. AC and DC components
of PPG signal varies in amplitude, shape and upstroke time
with respect to the various measurement sites and or source
wavelength (visible or infrared) used in the sensor design.
Source wavelength is directly proportional to the penetration
depth. PPG originates from optical property changes in the
banana-shaped tissue path [10] between the source of light and
the photo detector (µa in). At lesser intensity of source light;
penetration of light is more for the infrared source than that of
the visible light source. So to prevent saturation in the signal
acquired; optode distance (1.5 cm) for the sensor with IR LED
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and OPT 101 is kept larger than the optode distance (1.0 cm)
for the sensor with RED LED and OPT 101.
Now a day’s major population is affected by Diabetes (Blood
glucose) which is known as a ‘Silent Killer’ as it affects
patient’s vascular system. These days’ people are getting
affected by diabetes at a young age (in early thirties). So
studies related to the vascular health are becoming more
important. SD related studies is one of the non-invasive, easy
and cheaper method for vascular health prediction [11,12].
PPG waveform changes with an age and gets transformed into
triangular shape from the wavy. Sensor developed by the
authors is used for the preliminary study related to the vascular
aging. FD of AC component of PPG has some non-acceptable
variations. So FD of PPG is differentiated again (i.e. PPG is
differentiated second time to obtain SD) to get better response
and eliminate the noise. SD of PPG consists of five distinct
parts; ‘a’ is an initial positive, ‘b’ is early negative, ‘c’ is reincreasing, ‘d’ is late redecreasing and ‘e’ is diastolic positive.
Aging Index (AGI) is given by the ratio ‘(b-c-d-e)/a’, it gives
the information about the cardiovascular age of the subject.
AGI is positively correlated with the d/a ratio [13]. Figure 8
shows the correlation between AGI and d/a ratio obtained by
the authors during the work carried out. ‘b’ and ‘d’ are very
sensitive to intra-arterial pressure alterations. ‘b/a’ ratio has
positive correlation with an age, whereas ‘d/a’, ‘c/a’, and ‘e/a’
ratios have negative correlation with an age [12]. The same
kind of correlation was observed by the authors during the
study carried out. Figure 9 shows the Quadratic Regression
plot of SD indices vs. Age in years for fifteen healthy female
volunteers.
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Figure 8: Result of Linear Regression between d/a ratio and AGI ((bc-d-e)/a ratio).

Figure 9. Result of Quadratic Regression between SD ratios of PPG
Vs. Age in Years.

from any human body site. It was observed that magnitude
related information obtained from RED LED and IR LED is
different [12]. But SD indices related information obtained
from RED LED and IR LED is almost same. This shows that
effect of source wavelength is not prominent during the SD
related studies at peripheral sites; but plays important role if
such a study needs to be carried out at a site with more
thickness. SD ratios such as ‘c/a’, ‘d/a’ and ‘e/a’ reflect the
arterial stiffness. Among these three parameters, same kind of
variations were observed in ‘c/a’ and ‘e/a’ ratio with medium
high correlation between the two parameters. For RED LED,
p=0.006, R2=54.44%, Quadratic Regression Model Equation
Y=0.3228–1.555 X+9.959 X2. For IR LED, p<0.001, Rsquare=70.41%, Quadratic Regression Model Equation
Y=-0.05432+3.546 X–6.693 X2. So to decrease computational
complexity and the computational time any one of the ratio can
be used for further study (as shown in Figure 10).
Extension of the current work would be the use of reflective
type of IR LED based PPG sensor to capture ‘Cranial PPG’
(CPPG) [3,12]. Vascular nature at forehead differs from
vascular nature at the finger. Correlation between SD ratios
from CPPG and age can be found out and can be compared
with the SD ratios from finger PPG. Thus obtained SD related
ratios of CPPG can be used for the estimation of
Cerebrovascular Stiffness’ or ‘Brain Aging’ [14]. This can be
an easy, low cost, light weight, safer (no exposure to
radiations) option to MRI related Brain Aging studies. For
more accuracy and linearity Lasers can be used as a light
source instead of RED/IR LED. But disadvantage of Lasers is
it can be harmful to human body if used for continuous
measurements over a longer time period. But for the reference,
lesser literature is available on SD of cranial PPG as compared
to the SD of finger PPG. So in future, developed algorithm
should be applied at finger and or at cranial site to more
number of healthy as well as unhealthy subjects with known
Blood Glucose, Hypertension, Obesity and or Arrhythmia
problems at early age (early thirties) or at later age (after
sixties), when PPG waveform changes significantly.
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